VENTILATING PIPE

TO EXT SEWER

MIN Ø150 DI/VC PIPE

GREASE TRAP (PUB/WRN/STD/040A & 04A)

Ø250 DI/VC PIPE

SCREEN CHAMBER (900x700)

LEGEND:

□ WS - WASTE SUMP (600x600 INTERNAL)
□ FT - FLOOR TRAP (CAST IRON TYPE)
□ FW - FLOOR WASTE

NOTES:

(i) Multiple numbers of grease traps may be installed in parallel.
(ii) Non-standard grease traps or portable grease interceptors are allowed to be installed when the provision of standard grease trap (PUB/WRN/STD/040A & 04A) is not feasible.
(iii) Grease traps shall be sized based on the methods specified in BS-EN1825 (refer to clause 4.2.2).

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MM.